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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

Your company is creating a suite of three mobile applications. 

You need to control access to the application builds. The solution must be managed at the organization level. 

What should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Microsoft Visual Studio App Center distribution Groups Distribution Groups are used to control access to
releases. A Distribution Group represents a set of users that can be managed jointly and can have common access to
releases. Example of Distribution Groups can be teams of users, like the QA Team or External Beta Testers or can
represent stages or rings of releases, such as Staging. 
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Box 2: Shared 

Shared distribution groups are private or public distribution groups that are shared across multiple apps in a single
organization. Shared distribution groups eliminate the need to replicate distribution groups across multiple apps. 

Note: With the Deploy with App Center Task in Visual Studio Team Services, you can deploy your apps from Azure
DevOps (formerly known as VSTS) to App Center. By deploying to App Center, you will be able to distribute your builds
to 

your users. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/appcenter/distribution/groups 

 

QUESTION 2

Your development team is building a new web solution by using the Microsoft Visual Studio integrated development
environment (IDE). 

You need to make a custom package available to all the developers. The package must be managed centrally, and the
latest version must be available for consumption in Visual Studio automatically. 

Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Publish the package to a feed. 

B. Create a new feed in Azure Artifacts. 

C. Upload a package to a Git repository. 

D. Add the package URL to the Environment settings in Visual Studio. 

E. Add the package URL to the NuGet Package Manager settings in Visual Studio. 

F. Create a Git repository in Azure Repos. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

B: By using your custom NuGet package feed within your Azure DevOps (previously VSTS) instance, you\\'ll be able to
distribute your packages within your organization with ease. Start by creating a new feed. 

A: We can publish, pack and push the built project to our NuGet feed. 

E: Consume your private NuGet Feed 

Go back to the Packages area in Azure DevOps, select your feed and hit "Connect to feed". You\\'ll see some
instructions for your feed, but it\\'s fairly simple to set up. 

Just copy your package source URL, go to Visual Studio, open the NuGet Package Manager, go to its settings and add
a new source. Choose a fancy name, insert the source URL. Done. 

Search for your package in the NuGet Package Manager and it should appear there, ready for installation. Make sure to
select the appropriate feed (or just all feeds) from the top right select box. 
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References: 

https://medium.com/medialesson/get-started-with-private-nuget-feeds-in-azure-devops-8c7b5f022a68 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

You are using the Dependency Tracker extension in a project in Azure DevOps. 

You generate a risk graph for the project. 

What should you use in the risk graph to identify the number of dependencies and the risk level of the project? To
answer, drag the appropriate elements to the correct data points. Each element may be used once, more than once, or
not at 

all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Link width 

The width of the lines indicates how many dependencies exist in that area, the thicker the link the more dependencies
as indicated in the legend. 

Box 2: Link color 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/boards/extensions/dependency-tracker?view=azure-devops#risk-graph 

 

QUESTION 4

You have an Azure DevOps project that contains a release pipeline and a Git repository. 

When a new code revision is committed to the repository, a build and release is triggered. 

You need to ensure that release information for the pipeline is added automatically to the work items associated to the
Git commit. 

What should you do? 

A. Modify the Integrations options for the pipeline. 

B. Modify the post-deployment conditions for the last stage of the pipeline. 

C. Add an agentless job to the pipeline. 

D. Modify the service hooks for the project. 

Correct Answer: B 

Configure your release definition to post deployment information to Work items. 

1. Open Pipelines>Releases, choose to edit your release pipeline, then choose Options>Integrations. 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/boards/work-items/work-item-deployments-control 

 

QUESTION 5

You configure an Azure Application Insights availability test. 

You need to notify the customer services department at your company by email when availability is degraded. 

You create an Azure logic app that will handle the email and follow up actions. 

Which type of trigger should you use to invoke the logic app? 

A. an HTTPWebhook trigger 

B. an HTTP trigger 

C. a Request trigger 

D. an ApiConnection trigger 

Correct Answer: A 

You can use webhooks to route an Azure alert notification to other systems for post-processing or custom actions. You
can use a webhook on an alert to route it to services that send SMS messages, to log bugs, to notify a team via chat or
messaging services, or for various other actions. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-webhooks 
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